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The bachelor thesis titled “Case Study of Physiotherapy Treatment of a 
Patient with the Diagnosis Shoulder Luxation ” is written on 96 pages, 
supplemented with 7 pages of annexes, using 51 bibliographic sources.  

The paper is structured as a standard bachelor thesis with five chapters. General 
part (chapter 2) – written on 52 pages includes description of anatomy and 
shoulder dislocation (epidemiolofy, evaluation, procedures and follow up care). 
This part is overly large, particularly the sections which describe the anatomy. 
To the contrary it must be say, that the used sources are citing in the text 
correctly.

The main goal of this thesis is to present case study of one patient, which was  
Treated by student during 7 therapeutical sessions.
Mentioned case study is described in the special part on 36 pages and includes: 
methodology, patient´s history, initial kinesiology examinations, proposal for 
treatment – short physiotherapy plan and long physiotherapy plan, description of 
physiotherapeutical sessions and after all final kinesiological examination with 
evaluation of the effect of the therapy. This part of the thesis is written 
studiously; to described and demonstrated diagnostical as well as therapeutical 
procedures I have no essential objections.

To formal and linguistic aspects: Regarding formal aspect I have no more 
comment. It should be noted that the (english) language in which the paper was 
drafted is not the writer’s native language, which is rather apparent. There are 
also many typing errors and failures in formulation.

Comments:
I have a few minor comments and questions for the defence:

- signature in declaration is missing,
- there are some tiping mistakes in the text (missing of spaces between 

words and/or numbers, etc.)



Questions for the defence: 
- Explain and describe the scapular manipulation which is demonstrate on the 
picture No 36 (p. 43)
- What you mean with the term “reduction technique” (picture p. 43, picture p. 
44, picture p. 45, etc.)? 
- Picture No. 45, p. 67: Are you satisfied with the exercise on the picture? Are 
any modifications helpful for the patient?

Conclusion:
Despite the objections stated above, I note that the writer of the bachelor thesis 
demonstrated capability of dealing with the issue at hand.  
I therefore recommend that the Committee for State Final Examinations 
accept the work of student Emmanouil Kassakis for viva voce defence and I 
propose a mark of very good.

Prague, 13 of May 2014

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dagmar Pavlů, CSc.
                 Dep. of  Physiotherapy UK FTVS
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